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Two polyhedral convex sets A and E are considered, where A and B have the 
same set of defining linear forms but differ in a least one right-hand-side resource. 
Upper bounds are established for the Euclidean distance between an extreme point 
of A and an extreme point of B, and then for the HausdorB distance between sets A 
and B. Both bounds involve a scaler multiple of the Euclidean distance between the 
resource vectors. Combinatorial arguments are employed to establish the scalers. 
An application to stability theory for mathematical programming is given. 8 19R7 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Sh = {XG R”: gi(x) < bj, i= 1, 2,..., m} be a polyhedral convex set in 
R”. The subscript h on the set S is used to indicate that S is a point-to-set 
function of the “resource” vector 6 E R”. For a given extreme point w(6) of 
Sh, a combinatorial argument is introduced in order to establish an upper 
bound on the Euclidean distance between w(6) and any extreme point of 
Sh, the convex polyhedron resulting when the original right-hand-side b is 
perturbed to b. 
The Hausdorff distance between two sets, defined in the next section, 
essentially measures the degree to which two sets differ. In fact, this dis- 
tance function is a metric on the space of compact sets of R”. Bounds are 
established on the Hausdorff distance between the original polyhedral con- 
vex set Sb and the perturbed polyhedron S,. Because the bound involves a 
constant times the Euclidean distance between 6 and b in R”, we are able 
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2. DEFINITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
DEFINITION. Given c1 E R and nonzero a E R”, the set H = {x: 
(a, x ) = c( > is called a hyperplane in R”. Associated with H are two closed 
half-spaces, Hf= {x: (a,x)>cx} and H-= {x: (a,x)da}. 
DEFINITION. Let C be a convex set in R”. A supporting half-space to C is 
a closed half-space which contains C and has a point of C in its boundary. 
A supporting hyperplane to C is a hyperplane which is the boundary of a 
supporting half-space to C. 
DEFINITION. A face of a convex set C is a convex subset F of C such 
that every closed line segment in C with relative interior point in F has 
both endpoints in F. The zero-dimensional faces of C are the extreme 
points of C. 
DEFINITION. An exposed face of a convex set C is a face of the form 
Cn H, where H is a supporting hyperplane to C. 
DEFINITION. A point-to-set map A from a set X into a set Y is a function 
from X into the power set 2’ of all subsets of Y. 
Thus a point-to-set map associates each x E X with a subset A ~ of Y. We 
will use capital letters to denote point-to-set maps and the notation A, for 
the image of x under A. 
There are numerous applications of such maps and their properties. For 
instance, the fixed-point theorem of Kakutani [ 1 ] has been used to prove 
one of the theoretic foundations of n-person game theory known as Nash’s 
theorem. Applications in the fields of economics and optimal control are 
cited by Hogan [2], an excellent reference. Zangwill [3,4] has shown that 
many algorithms in nonlinear programming can be expressed in terms of 
maps and that convergence of algorithm is equivalent to upper semicon- 
tinuity of the associated map. A series of three papers [5-71 studied 
stability in nonlinear programming via continuity of point-to-set maps, 
under the assumption that the feasible region is compact. 
DEFINITION. A mathematical programming problem (MPP) in Euclidean 
n-space R” is the problem of finding the supremum (or infimum) of a con- 
tinuous function over a nonempty set of points given implicity by a finite 
system of continuous inequalities. 
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Symbolically, the MPP will be posed here as: 
Given: /? = (6, ,..., 6,) E R”‘, 
,f: R” + R continuous, and 
g,: R” + R continuous for i= l,..., m. 
Find: sup f(x), where S6 = {x: g,(x) 6 6,, i = I,..., m} # 0. 
XESh 
The dependence of the feasible region S on the vector 6 is indicated by 
the point-to-set map notation S,. The Hausdorff distance function is a 
useful tool in the theory of mathematical programming because it essen- 
tially measures how much two sets differ. 
DEFINITION. Let C and D be subsets of a Euclidean space 1, at least 
one of which is nonempty. The Hausdorff distance h is defined by 
h(C, D) = max{sup.. c d(x, D), supreD d(x, C)}, where d is the usual 
metric and d(x, A) = inf,... d(x, y). In the case both C and D are empty, 
h(C, D)=O. 
We shall use the symbol 2” to represent the power set of E. As a function 
from (2”~ 2”) to CO, + co], h is symmetric and satisfies the triangle 
inequality. If C and D are closed then h(C, D) = 0 implies C = D. The 
Hausdorff metric is obtained by restricting h to the space of compact sub- 
sets of E. Finally, letting U be the closed unit ball in E, a useful refor- 
mation of the definition of h is given by 
h(C, D)=inf{/2>0: DcC+E,U, C_cD+;IU). 
DEFINITION. An extreme point of a nonempty convex set C is a point 
.Y E C that cannot be represented as a convex combination 1-y + (1 - n)z for 
some y, z E C, and 1 E (0, 1) except by taking y = z = x. The set of all 
extreme points of C will be denoted ext C. The convex hull, and the closed 
convex huff, of a set S will be denoted co(S), m(S). The closed convex hull 
of ext C will be denoted C’ = Z(ext C). 
DEFINITION. The recession cone 0 ‘C of a nonempty convex set C E R” 
isdefinedbyO+C=(y~R”:y+CcC}. 
This cone is sometimes called the asymptotic cone of C. An equivalent 
characterization is O+C= {y E R”: x + ty E C, t 2 0 and x E C}. The direc- 
tions of the vectors in O+C are called directions of recession of C. 
DEFINITION. The set ( - 0 + C) n 0 + C is called the lineality space of C 
and is denoted L,. It consists of the zero vector and all nonzero vectors y 
such that for each XE C, the line through x in the direction of y is con- 
tained in C. 
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The directions of the vectors in L, are called directions in which C is 
linear. A useful characterization is Lc = { y: C + y = C}. 
DEFINITION. If L,= {0}, we say C is a line-free convex set. A convex 
cone is called a pointed cone if it is line-free. 
We now present those decomposition and representation theorems 
needed in this paper. They appear in various forms in any textbook that 
treats extremal properties of convex sets, for instance see [8, Chap. 18; 9, 
Chap. 2; 10, Section 8; or 11, Section 3.61. The decomposition formulas for 
closed convex sets in R” are collectively referred to as the “Kleee 
Minkowski-Hirsch-Hoffman-GoldmanTucker theorem.” 
THEOREM 2.1. An unbounded convex set C that contains lines can he 
expressed as the direct sum C= (Cn L:) + L,., where Lt is the orthogonal 
complement of L,. 
Note that Cn L$ is a line-free convex set. 
THEOREM 2.2. If C is a closed line-free convex set, then C = 
co(ext C) + 0 + C. 
COROLLARY 2.2.1. Jf C is a closed line-free convex set, then C = 
E!?(ext C) + 0 + C. 
COROLLARY 2.2.2. A compact convex set is the convex hull of its extreme 
points. 
COROLLARY 2.2.3. A nonempty closed line-free convex set has a least one 
extreme point. 
DEFINITION. A polyhedral convex set (polyhedron) C E R” is a convex 
set formed by the intersection of a finite number of closed half-spaces. That 
is C= (x: (a,,x)<b,, i= l,..., k}, where aiE R”, a,#O, and h,~ R for all 
i=l k. ,..., 
Any line-free convex set C # QI has ext C # a. In the polyhedral case, 
the set of extreme points (vertices) is finite. It follows that an unbounded 
line-free polyhedral Ss has Sk occurring as the convex hull of finitely many 
points. Hence Sk is compact. 
We will work under the regularity assumption that 6 E int(h: S,, # a}. 
This implies that there exists 6 > 0 such that for every bENa we have 
both O’Sh=O+Sh and S, has interior. Note that Sb may or may not have 
interior at any particular b. 
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We also maintain the irredundance assumption that if Hi(b) = 
{x: (ai, x) = bi}, th en the set of constraints defining S6 is irredundant: 
K,(b)= n HJb)#S,, i = l,..., m. 
I <,<m 
/fi 
A useful reformulation [9, p. 271 of this condition is: 
H;(h) n int K,(6) # 0, i = l,..., m. 
DEFINITION. A maximal (w.r.t. dimension) proper face of a polyhedron 
is called a facet of the polyhedron. 
Given our regularity condition, for b sufficiently close to 6, a facet of S, 
means an n - l-dimensional face of S,. By [9, p. 271, the irredundance 
assumption implies a one-to-one correspondence between facets F, of Sh 
and the hyperplanes Hi(h) given by F, = Hi(&) n Sh. 
DEFINITION. If A : R” + R” is a linear operator with matrix represen- 
tation (a,j), we define two norms on A as follows: 
l141max= max Ia,1 i= l,...,H ,= I ,..,n 
IIA II m = max i k4,L i= l,...,n /=l 
3. THE MAIN RESULTS 
The following statement is well known from elementary linear algebra, 
e.g., [ 12, Theorem 5.11. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that n hyperplanes H,(b) = {x: (a,, x) = l;i>, i = 
l,..., n, intersect in the point w(b). Then for any b E R”, fir=, Hi(b) = w(b) is a 
single point and w: R” + R” is linear. Also w has matrix representation 
(w,)=A-’ where A is the matrix with a, as its ith row. That is, wii= 
A ji/det A, where A, is the jith cofactor of A. 
COROLLARY 3.1.1. If w: R” -+ R” is as described in the above theorem 
then given b, b E R” we have 
d(w(b), 46)) d n IIwII~~~ lib - 41. 
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Proof: By definition of d, 
d(w(bh w(@) = & ,c, ((Ali Y..., A, ;), (b-6 D2]“2 (1) 
applying the Schwartz inequality [13, p. 471 to the ith summand under the 
radical sign we have 
((Ali ,...> Ani), (h-6))2< f (A,,)2 i (hi4g2. (2) 
j= I ,=I 
If we let a=maxi =,,,,,,, I:i =,,,,,,, 1 IA,,(, we have from (2) that 
((A I,,..., A,,;), (b-hD2< i a2 Ilb-bl12=na2 (lb-6112. (3) 
,= I 




“2 d(w(h), w(h)) d (det i (na’ l\h-6112) i=, I 
=j-g-qn lIh-412 
= II4l,,,~ wa2- 1 
COROLLARY 3.1.2. If w: R” ---f R” us hove, then given h, b E R” we have 
d(w(h), w(6)) 6 & ll4l x llh - hII. 
Proof. By definition, 
Thus for each i, z;=, IA& d llwll cc [det Al. Because 
($ lAt,12)G($, l~;~l)*s(ll~llm ldetAl)2T 
we see from (2) of the previous proof that 
<(A Ii,“., Atii), (b-6)j2 d (Il~ll, Wet Al lib- bll)‘. (4) 
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From (4) and (1) of the previous proof, we conclude 
Suppose w(6) is a vertex of S,; w(R) must occur as the intersection of k 
facets of Sh (k 2n), say w(b)= of=, F,. Letting {Hj(6)}~=, be the set of 
corresponding hyperplanes, we have w(h) = nf= , Hi(b). 
At h # h in R”‘, there are (t) points u;(b) formed by intersecting H,(h),..., 
H,(h) in groups of n at a time. These points may not all be distinct. Also, 
any one of them may or may not be a vertex of Sh. 
DEFINITION. tk) We call the set of points (wi(b)},k, derived points 
associated with IV at h. 
Each M’~ is associated with a linear operator 4{-‘, where A, is an inver- 
tible n xn submatrix of A. In fact, w,(b)=A,:‘(b), where 6 is the n-vector 
formed by selecting those components of h corresponding to the n hyper- 
planes defining \I’,. Notice that for all j= I,..., (i) we have ulj(b) = w(6). 
Properties of derived points are given next. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let u,(h) he a vertex of Sh and {w,(b)}j~), be the derived 
points qf w at h. Then 
(a) V’E>O, 36>0 such that tf llh-611 ~6, then w,(b)~N,(w(h)), for 
ever)! j= I,..., (:). 
(b) Jf h” -+ 6, then w,(W) + w(h) for all j. 
(c) 36 > 0 such that if I/b - 611 < 6, then each vertex of Sh yields at 
least one vertex of Sh among its derived points at b. 
(d) 36 > 0 such that if I/b - hll < 6, then any vertex of S, is a derived 
point at b of some vertex if Sh. 
Prooj (a) Let A, ,..., A(“) be the invertible n x n submatrices of A 
associated with M’ ,,..., MI k . “Let M,. = maxi= 
0,) 
,,. ,(k) IA,- ‘llmar. Then by 
Corollary 3.1.1 we have, for all j, d(w(b), w’(b)) ,<&,. ~~6-6~~. Thus if we 
let 6 = &/nM,,., the result follows. 
(b) This follows easily from (a). 
(c) Since Sh has a finite number of vertices, we show that for a given 
vertex w(b) of S6 we can find an appropriate 6. w(6) occurs as the intersec- 
tion of k = n + t (t 2 0) facets of Sh. The proof is by induction on t. 
If k = n, then without loss of generality w(6) satisfies (a;, x) < bi as 
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equality for i = l,..., k and as strict inequality for i = k + l,..., m. Thus there 
exists nbhd N,(w(6)) such that each point of this nbhd satisfies (a,, x) < 6, 
for i = k + l,..., m. Consider N= Ny,2(~(6)) and let LX, = d(W, H;(6)) >O for 
i = k + l,..., m. Let a = min(cc,: i= k + l,..., m>. If lib -611 < CI, then each 
x E N satisfies (a,, x) < bi for i = k + I,..., m. Since it’ is continuous, there 
exists y > 0 such that if l)b - hll < y, then /I w(b) - w(h)11 < A/2. Let 6 = 
min{cr, y}. We have that if lib-611 ~6, then w(b) satisfies (u;, x) <hi for 
all i = l,..., m. Hence w(b) is a vertex of S,. 
For k = n + 1, we consider the n + 1 = (1) derived points u;(b). By part 
(a) of this theorem and the argument of the preceding paragraph, we can 
choose 6 > 0 small enough such that if Ilb - hll < 6, then each wj(b) satisfies 
(a,, x) <b, for i= k + l,..., m. Thus it is enough to show that for any b 
there is some w,(b) that satisfies each of the constraints (a,, x) d b,, i= 
l,..., k. Arbitrarily choose w,(b) and assume its associated hyperplanes are 
Hi(b) for i = l,..., k - 1. If w,(b) also satisfies (a,, x) d b,, we are done. If 
not, intersect H, (b) with the polyhedron nf:,l H,-(b). Any vertex on the 
facet associated with H,(b) is a derived point of M’ at h and satisfies 
(a,,x)<b,for i=l,..., k. 
For k = n + t,, 1, > 1, assume the result is true for all t < f,. Consider 
only the first k- 1 constraints (a,, x) d b ,,..., (ak ,, x) d b, ,. By 
hypothesis, there exists w,(b) (not dependent on H,(b)) such that w,(b) is a 
vertex of the polyhedron 
P= {x: (a,, x)db,, i= l,..., k- 1). 
If w,(b) also satisfies ( uk, x ) d b,, we are done. Otherwise, intersect H;(b) 
with P. Any vertex on the facet associated with H,(b) is a derived point of 
w at b and satisfies (a,, x) <b,, i = l,..., k. 
(d) We first show that there exists 6, > 0 such that if Ilb - 611 < 6,) 
there is a one-to-one correspondence between facets of Sh and facets of Sh 
given by Hi(b) n S, t+ H,(6) n Sh. This will be clear if we can show that 
irredundancy of the constraints at 6 implies irredundancy of the constraints 
on a nbhd of 6. Thus we assume Hi(b) n int K,(6) # @ for i = l,..., m and 
show the same condition holds at b. 
Choose XE Hi(b) n int Ki(b). There exists ,4 > 0 such that N,(x) E 
int Ki(6) and H,(h) n N,(x) is an n- l-dimensional ball. Letting N= 
NA12(x), we define aj= d(N, Hi(b)) >O for 1 djdm and j# i. Let tl= 
mm,G,G,,j+, dj. Then Ilb-bll <tl implies Nrint t,-(b), Vj#i, and 
thus NG n,,; int H,-(b) = int Ki(b). Also, if /(b - bll < A/2, we have 
lb; - bil < J-/2 and hence (a,, x) = b, has a solution z E N. Letting 6, = 
min{a, A/2} we have jib - 611 < 6, implies Hi(b) n int K;(b) # a. 
Next, consider any set {H,,(b) ,..., HJb)} of n of the hyperplanes 
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(Hi(b)}~=, that intersect in a single point. Say v(6) = fly= i H$b). If u(6) 
not in Sg, then o(b) satisfies (a,, x) > 6, for some j$ {ii,..., in}. By a 
previous argument, there exists CI > 0 such that 116 - 611 < c1 implies u(b) = 
r):=, H,(b) satisfies (a,, x) > b, and hence u(b) $ Sb. Since there are a finite 
number of such collections of n hyperplanes, we let 6, be the minimum of 
all possib1e.a. 
Finally, let 6 = min{G,, S,} and suppose I(b - bil < 6. Let u(b) be a vertex 
of S,, so that u(b) occurs as the intersection of at least n of the H;(b). 
Without loss of generality, let u(b) = n;=, Hi(b). We claim u(6) = 
n:=, H,(h) is a vertex of Sh and hence u(b) is derived from u(8). If u(6) 
were not a vertex of Sh, then since ~~6-6~~ <6,, u(b) could not be an 
element of S,, which is a contradiction. We have shown that for 6 small 
enough any vertex of Sb is derived from some vertex of Sh. 1 
4. AN APPLICATION TO STABILITY THEORY 
The study of stability in mathematical programming is concerned with 
continuity of the characteristics of the mathematical programming problem 
(MPP) when the data used to pose the problem is subjected to pertur- 
bations. By problem characteristics, we mean the feasible region, optimal 
value, and optimal policy set. For more details on stability consult the 
recent text by Fiacco [14]. 
The type of stability addressed here, as in [15, 163, is the continuity of 
the feasible region S considered as point-to-set function of the right-hand 
sides in the inequalities used to define S. We will continue to work under 
the regularity and irredundance assumptions of Section 2. 
THEOREM 4.1. Zf Sh is a line-free unbounded polyhedron and 6 E 
int(b: S,, # (21}, then S, is linearly continuous at 6. That is, there exists 6 > 0 
andy<O such that ifbENd( then h(S,,Sb)<Y ~~b--b~~. 
Proof Choose 6 small enough such that: (a) each vertex of S6 yields at 
least one vertex of Sh among its derived points at 6; and (b) each vertex of 
S, is a derived point at b of some vertex w(6) of Sg. Assume 116 - 611 < 6. 
We know both SL and Sb are compact. By [ 17, Theorem 4.21 for a given b 
we have h(S,, S,) < h(Sb, Sk) = d(x*, y*), where one of the following con- 
ditions must hold: 
(1) x*EextSkand y*Eanexposed face ofSk, 
(2) y* E ext Si and x* E an exposed face of Sb. 
In Case (1) set x* = w,(b), where w, is derived from w(b). Then we have 
d(w,(b), y*) < d(w,(b), w(b)) because y* = d(x*, Sk) = inf,.,; d(x*, y). In 
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Case (2), set y* = w(6) and then d(x*, w(b)) 6 d(w,(b), w(b)), where w,(b) 
is a derived point of w  at h that is also a vertex of Sb. 
For a given w(6)~ext Sk, we let 1I4,_=rnax,=~,.,.,(~) llA,:lIlmax, where 
A,:’ tf wi as in the proof of Theorem 3.2(a). Let c( = mix...,,, s;; M,.. Then 
given any vertex w(6) of S6 and w,(b) a derived point of w  at b, by 
Corollary 3.1.1 we have d(w,(b), w(b)) < ncr 116 - 611. Since the bound is 
independent of which (x*, y*) E Sb x Sk yields h(Sb, Sk), we conclude that 
for all b E Ns(6) we have h(S,, Sh) d y Ilb - 611, where y = na. 1 
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